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May 19, 2022 

 

 

John Smith 

123 Main Street 

Happytown, PA 12345 

 

 

Dear John, 

 

The last two years have continued to demonstrate the strength of our 

community. As the world feels unpredictable, at the Y we’ve learned there are a 

few things we can count on: 

 The North Penn community is packed with people who want to help their 

neighbors. 

 Sometimes, an action as small as a phone call to a senior, or reading to 

children in a classroom, means so much more beyond that moment. 

 The pandemic has certainly brought challenges to our doorstep, but it’s 

also highlighted the resilient power of our community. 

 

For more than two years now, the Y has stepped up in our neighborhoods and 

outside our walls, identifying essential needs and providing real-time solutions. 

We’ve distributed thousands of free meals, provided program solutions 

addressing senior isolation, and provided affordable child care to families who 

must continue to work. Every step, you’ve joined our mission ensuring no family, 

child or adult is turned away from the Y due to an inability to pay, even during a 

pandemic. 

 

Despite the hardships faced by each of us and the Y as a whole, our community 

support has never wavered. In 2021, donors enabled the Y to gift nearly 

$295,000 in financial assistance and subsidy.  

 

Our community needs the Y - and in turn, we need your help to sustain the Y’s 

essential services. If you have already made a gift supporting the Y this year, we 

thank you. If you have not yet had the chance, would you consider a $25, $50, 

or even a $250 gift, helping the Y continue strengthening our community during 

our Annual Campaign? You can donate by making a gift with the enclosed 

envelope, visiting our website at NorthPennYMCA.org/Donate. 

 

Though we’re unsure what the rest of 2022 may hold, we know we’re capable of 

thriving together. Thank you for helping us find Strength in Community each day 

at the Y. 

 

       
Nancy Becker, Co-Chair    Peter Prescott, Co-Chair 

Annual Campaign                          Annual Campaign 
 

“I have been a recipient of 

generous financial assistance 

towards an adult membership 

this past year. I am 

unemployed and have had 

some health challenges this 

year. Being able to swim at the 

YMCA has been a wonderful 

help and blessing.”   
 ~Anonymous 


